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The title should be clear and should establish two things. Why is
it appropriate for the competition and why should I care?

MEDIEVAL CAP FOR THE UPPER MIDDLE CLASS WOMAN
Your source credentials are
important, and so are yours. Have
you been recognized for the arts in
this piece? Establish your credentials
too. This helps them tailor feedback.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS SUMMARY
MATERIALS
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SKILLS USED










Spinning
Wool Processing
Wool Combing
Plying
Fulling
Weaving on a tension box loom
Medieval weaving corrections
Weaving with warp weights
Hand sewing

PROJECT SUMMARY
This piece was hand spun, woven, fulled, and sewn based on the caps in the Medieval
Dublin archeological finds cataloged in Heckett’s Viking Age Headcoverings from Dublin [sic]. The
plan for the project was to spin the fiber from a commercial preparation to a woven wearable
finished product, which was consistent with my skill level at the time. During the spinning, I
gained several skills that enhanced and increased the complexity of the finished project. The
result was a cap made with thread spun from commercially prepared, wool and then sewn with
wool thread prepared from raw fleece. The cap was made of a Merino 1 breed of wool with small
amounts of silk threads mixed in. It is made from commercially combed fiber, and spun on a
period top whorl spindle. The thread was made from raw Jacobs wool. The Jacobs was washed,
and combed with medieval replica combs to prepare it for spinning in the worsted style. It was
Sometimes no one who is an expert in your
spun
a replicatoperiod
and then plyed with a period top whorl spindle. The warp 2
topicwith
is available
judge spindle
it. Use
footnotes
to define
termslength
that may
be art
was
measured
to the
suggested
by the measurements on existing pieces. The warp and
3 were sized
specific.
Arts competitions
a sizing and woven in tabby style on a rigid heddle box loom.
weft
with a wheathave
starch
responsibility to educate the populace.
The completed cloth was sewn into shape based on the style of catalog item CHA32 which was a
Make sure that anyone that reads your
no-cut
cap. Thecanthread
was used to sew the cap into shape, and to hem the piece.
documentation
and docreated
not bog them
down in technical terms. No one likes to
feel uninformed and knowing this is a
technical term helps.
1

Merino – Bred as a combination of a Moroccan Beni-Mirines and local Spanish sheep beginning in the 12 th century.
Known for its short, small diameter, fine wool. Felts easily (Deborah Robson 136-137) .
2
Warp – The fibers that are placed under tension and manipulated to create a woven piece
3
Weft – Un-tensioned fiber that is inserted into the tensioned piece, typically with a shuttle, to create the weave.
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History & Construction
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CHOICE IN THE STYLE OF CAP
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There are many different styles of caps in this particular find, nine wool caps and three
something in the summary and may
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clarity.with a particular width in mind and

were woven for purpose (Heckett 44-52). Most of the items
were woven to the length and width needed, and were not cut
from a longer piece. I was particularly interested in catalog
number DHC32
CAP dated to
~1030.
This
particular cap
had not been
cut and was
woven to a
Some people are visual learners. If
length
youspecific
have relevant
pictures use them.
FIGURE I - DHC32 CAP (HECKETT 48)
Caps
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longwidth.
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not publishing the
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book
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were hemmed all pictures
from your sources are usable under
despite having set selvages. This
particular cap
the educational use laws. Don’t
includes a sewn dart to shape
it to the head.
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Captions are good too.

Cite your sources and pages. You want someone to be
about to go back and read the book, especially if you
have a judge that disagrees with your assessment or
statement. I use MLS citations. Academic historians use
APA, but most of us learned
in High
All
FIGURE II MLS
- -PATTERN
FORSchool.
DHC32 CAP
forms of citation are valid.
BTW…if
you have MS Word
(HECKETT
59)
you can fill out a form push a button and change formats
in seconds. Plus, the computer remembers the format
styles. It does it for you and can change format to match
any requirement. This is in Turabian because the person
who edited it likes that one. I try to avoid the styles that
do not require page numbers
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CORRECTION OF WARP DURING THE WEAVING PROCESS
This project had two problems requiring mitigation during the weaving process. The first
issue was one broken warp thread. In the Dublin caps, upon close inspection, you can see knots
where warp
threads
were
in amany of the pieces. Some pieces
Have an
oops you
hadreplaced
to fix? Have
flaw
they
may
find?
Just
tell
them
contain three knots, which seems to indicate this was not a hindrance
about it and what a period person
to project
completion, or desirability (Heckett). Period weavers did not
would have done if that happened to
use the them.
pinning
method of warp insertion taught in modern weaving,
Would the flaw cause them to
which would
leave
a knot
We do not know the exact
throw not
out the
whole
thing,inorthe
useweaving.
an
acceptable
repair?
Never
let
your
method used when knotting the warp. This required a bit of
judges think you
are hiding something
experimentation.
I originally
knotted it at the break but this caused
or worse that your skill was not good
tension issues by being the only two millimeters of wool that did not
enough for you to notice.
tend to stick together. I then unwove some of the warp in line with the
heddle slot, inserted the knot further up into the weaving with a needle
FIGURE III - KNOTTED WARP
to better anchor, and support the knotted area. This addressed the BEFORE TRIMMING (BRETZ,
tension issue and weaving was completed without further breakage. DUBLIN CAP PHOTOGRAPHS)
After fulling the knot was removed.
CORRECTION OF TENSION ISSUES DURING THE WEAVING PROCESS
The warp in question was difficult to work with. I believe this is from being unable to find
a period sizing that works well for the climate in Coastal Texas during this time of year. The
original test piece did not have any issues. However, on this piece, when tension was released
from the back beam, it would twist back on itself a little at a time. This occurred through the first
half of the project until the warp could no longer be advanced from the beam. Due to this tension
problem, the warp was removed from the loom, retaining the
heddle piece, and weighted off the back of the loom with 4 oz.
loom weights. This allowed constant tension on the warp when
the pawl was released to advance the warp and allowed me to
finish the piece. This caused the look of the first half and the
back half to be slightly different but once fulled the difference
disappeared. I believe the climate, mixed with the way the box
loom tensions, made this necessary. As warp weight looms were
still used during this period, this corrective option would be
available. (Broudy 25).
FIGURE IV – PERIOD 4OZ WEIGHTS IN USE
(BROUDY 25) (BRETZ, DUBLIN CAP
PHOTOGRAPHS)
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THE FINISHED PIECE
The finished piece creates a medieval wool silk cap designed as a status piece by
containing silk scrap fiber. The design of this cap allows for expansion in the back for various
methods of containing hair: braids, buns, sewing the hair. This allows a wider range of hairstyles
to be worn and seen out of the back of the cap. It can be pinned in place using period hairpins
or ties could be attached later to tie it to the hairstyle (Heckett 48).

FIGURE 6 - SIDE VIEW (BRETZ, DUBLIN CAP PHOTOGRAPHS)

FIGURE 5 - BACK VIEW WITH BRAID (BRETZ, DUBLIN CAP
PHOTOGRAPHS)

Don’t
leave
them
hanging.
Summarize that you achieved what
you set out to do. If it is a practical
item, show it in use. (PS, you may
want to make sure the TV is not on in
the room when you take your
pictures. They did not need to know
that I liked to weave and sew in front
of the TV. Oops! The things your
judges will notice!)
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A WORD ON EDITORS

A WORD ON LENGTH:

Machines make mistakes so don’t rely solely on
the computer to edit. However, don’t forget to
run spell and grammar check before you declare
you are finished.

Don’t you hate it when you ask an expert how long your
paper should be, and they say “make it only as long as it
needs to be.” What a Microsoft answer! It is both 100%
accurate and simultaneously 100% useless to the average
person. Shakespeare said, “Brevity is the Soul of Wit”. Try
to keep your written portion of your doc (minus title page
summary, citations and appendixes) to 10 pages or less. If
you end up with more than 10 pages ask yourself one of
these questions:
1. Is this really just supported research I am doing?
2. Is this project way too large and it needs to be
broken down into smaller projects and several
entries over time?
3. Did I repeat myself a lot or include items that are
not on my judging sheet?
You will answer one of these with yes if you have more
than 10 pages. Figure out which one and proceed to
change it, expand it or get another editor.

Every project needs at least two editors. One
editor should be your favorite grammar cop.
We all know one and all professional authors
have editor for this very reason.
The second editor one should be someone who
knows absolutely NOTHING about your topic.
Have them send you any questions you may not
have answered or anything they don’t get. If
you have access to another expert on the topic.
Run it by them and see if you need to justify
controversial information.
Be prepared to
justify any unpopular or highly refuted
information before someone counts off for it.
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ADDITIONAL WEAVING IMAGES

FIGURE VII - PERIOD 4OZ WARP WEIGHTS

FIGURE VIII - ORIGINAL HAND SPUN AND WOVEN TEST PIECE OF WARPED SINGLES.

Have tools you didn’t bring or don’t
make sense out of context? Add
additional pictures of them being
used or explain what they are.
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FIGURE IX – MEASURING ENDS ON WARP BOARD

FIGURE X - FIRST ROWS OF WEAVING

If your project has many
steps,
consider
an
appendix of step-by-step
pictures.

FIGURE XI - CHECKING FOR CORRECT SQUARE TABBY/PLAIN WEAVE
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FIGURE XII – SERIOUS TWISTING BEHIND THE HEDDLE

Pictures of the oops and
how it was fixed. True
mastery of a skill is
shown when you can
mitigate
an
unanticipated problem.

FIGURE XIII - SALVAGING THE WARP WITH WARP WEIGHTS
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COMMENTS ON ADDITIONAL IMAGES:
I learned several things about doing these caps upon completing the process:



Despite the fact that the sett of the warp was 12 EPI (not quite 12 EPI when inch wrapped), I would
probably decrease the sett to 10 EPI to account for the saturation of the sizing and
abrasion control.



I would start and finish this fiber on a warp-weighted loom, as weighting gave me
more control. I would probably reduce the weight slightly by increasing the number
of ends per weight and removing at least two weights. It was slightly too heavy in
retrospect.



I would have to rethink the rigid heddle on a warp-weighted loom. String heddles
would have given me more sett control but not the even sett you get with rigid heddle.
This would be something I would need to test in a sample to see which product was
better.



I would lower the amount of water in the sizing to produce a fiber that was more
saturated than the one used.

I do not think these changes it would have made a better end product, but it would have been
easier to work with overall.

What I would do differently next time can be very
important to any project. First, if you know what you would
do better next time, your judge doesn’t need to tell you and
can use their few lines for more constructive feedback.
Second. If you do a similar project this can remind you what
to avoid.

Happy documenting!
Bia
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